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Scenario 1 was a real time run of a turbine startup. Scenario 2 was a real time run of an steam generator 
tube leak (SGTL). Scenario 3 was a real time run of a runback, while Scenario 4 focused on minor faults. 
The Robinson instructor directed the scenarios and instructed the operators to interact and behave as if 
they were conducting a routine training exercise. The plant simulator was running and provided the full 
plant dynamics of the various scenarios during the first day (see Figure 5). These scenarios served as 
baseline measures of the plant TCS as currently implemented. As previously mentioned, operators were 
intimately familiar with the simulated plant and control room layout. However, they had minimal 
previous experience using the touchscreen digital panel mimics. Nevertheless, that the operators quickly 
adapted to the panels, and anecdotally the SRO remarked at the conclusion of the first scenario how 
surprised he was at how close it felt to the real plant. At the conclusion of each scenario run on the first 
day, the operators conducted a debriefing session with select reruns of certain steps within the scenarios. 
 

 
Figure 5. The Robinson Crew Running a Scenario on Day 1 with Observers (Left) on Scenarios Controlled 

from the Simulator Instructor Station (Right). 
 
On the second day, attendees were introduced to the new Tricon TCS hardware, logic, and functions by 
the Invensys engineer as well as the new Avid TCS interface by designers from Avid. Following the 
overview, the Robinson operators walked through the same four scenarios from Day One, this time with 
non-functional, static mockups of the new digital control system placed on revised panel mimics within 
the glasstop simulator (see Figure 4). The mockup DCS screens were made navigable using INL’s 
ProtoViewer tool for rapid prototyping on the glasstop simulator. The second day scenarios were 
conducted offline due to the formative nature of the interface screens and not-yet-modeled discrepancies 
in the plant simulator between the existing turbine control and the new turbine system, Operators were 
instructed to think-aloud as they ran through the scenarios. The operators’ mental models of the plant, the 
TCS vendor’s mental model of the new control system, the interface designers’ expertise, as well as 
procedural notes from the previous day allowed the operators to visualize both what they would need to 
check and control using the new interface as well as how the physical system would respond. Again, at 
the conclusion of each scenario run, the operators conducted a debriefing session along with select reruns 
of certain steps within the scenarios. The nature of the scenario walkthroughs on Day 2 resulted in semi-
structured discussions of the new TCS. 
 
For the first two days of the workshop, while scenarios were being conducted, two INL evaluators 
recorded time-stamped measures of operator actions and plant evolutions. A third INL evaluator operated 
a handheld camera while two additional evaluators and the Robinson plant instructor oversaw the 
technicalities pertaining to the simulator.  
 

my team and I build prototypes of 
control rooms for nuclear power plants 

that we then evaluate through 
operator-in-the-loop studies

What Do I Do?



Build Prototypes with Simulators



Evaluate Human-System Interaction with Simulators
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my team and I build prototypes of 
control rooms for nuclear power plants 

that we then evaluate through 
operator-in-the-loop studies

What Do I Do? This is the empirical side.
Increasingly, we are also asked
to predict human performance.

This involves modeling and
simulation. Not only using

existing tools, but also
developing new models of

virtual humans.



Humans are a Necessary Part of Complex Systems

Humans
• Design the systems
• Build them
• Operate them
• Maintain them
• Decommission them
• Break them

What happens when
• Humans do something wrong?
• Humans fail to do something 

required?
• Humans do something too 

slow?

T/H outcomes fundamentally depend on humans 
performing the correct plant actions!



Human Error is Significant Part of Risk

Percent of Incidents Where Human Error Was a Root Cause
• 90% Maritime Industry
• 80-90% Chemical Industry
• 60-87% Airline Industry
• 65-85% Commercial Nuclear Industry

Medical Error
• A study conducted in 2000 by U.S. National Academies suggested medical error 

result in 44,000 to 100,000 accidental deaths each year and as many as 
1,000,000 accidental injuries

Source: Gertman and Blackman (1994)



Terminology

Human Error 
• NUREG-2122: Any human action, including inaction, which exceeds some limit of 

acceptability, excluding malevolent behavior
• ASME/ANS RA-Sb-2013: Any human action that exceeds some limit of 

acceptability, including inaction where required, excluding malevolent error

Human Failure Event (HFE)
• ASME/ANS RA-Sb-2013: A basic event that represents a failure or unavailability 

of a component, system, or function that is caused by human inaction, or an 
inappropriate action



Don’t Be Afraid of Error
To Err is Human
• Every human action is subject to imperfection
• Even highly trained, highly skilled actions tend to fail 1 out of 100 to 1 out of 1000 

times
• Certain contextual factors may increase or decrease that likelihood of error
• The same qualities that make human actions error-prone also afford resilience

− Humans spontaneously recover from most errors
• Internal self-monitoring and external feedback loops help correct course
• e.g., catching yourself while mispronouncing a word
• e.g., correcting while starting to lane drift while driving

− Most human errors aren’t single-point failures
• Actions are part of a bigger sequence of activities with checks and 

corrections



Different Consequences

Not Every Error is Equally Consequential



Swiss Cheese Model
• James Reason (1990) suggested that for an accident to happen, there typically 

have to be many human and hardware failures
• No system can be completely free of opportunities for failures, and there is 

always opportunity for errors to slip through

• Defense in Depth
• An approach to designing and operating 

nuclear facilities that prevents and 
mitigates accidents that release radiation or 
hazardous materials

• The key is creating multiple independent 
and redundant layers of defense to 
compensate for potential human and 
mechanical failures so that no single layer, 
no matter how robust, is exclusively relied 
upon



Active vs. Latent Errors
Active Errors
(Something Hit the Fan!)
• Unsafe acts, failures of 

technological functions, or 
human errors that become the 
local triggering events that cause 
immediate negative effects on 
the situation

Latent Errors 
(Accident Waiting to Happen!)
• They are present within the 

system as unnoticed conditions 
well before the onset of a 
recognizable accident sequence



Definition of HRA
Human Reliability Analysis
• General Definition: A study of human contribution to overall risk when interacting 

with a system
− Part of probabilistic risk assessment (PRA) that includes hardware and 

human reliability
• ASME RA-Sb-2013: A structured approach used to identify potential human 

failure events and to systematically estimate the probability of those events 
using data, models, or expert judgment

• HRA makes up part of probabilistic risk assessment (PRA) submitted as part of 
licensing 

• HRA is fundamentally about predicting human error given specific contexts



HRA Integrates with PRA
Human and Hardware Contributions to Overall Risk
• Human is a

“component” in 
the overall system



Basic Steps of Human Reliability Analysis



Performance Shaping Factors (PSFs)
Definition
• Those factors that influence the performance and error likelihood of human 

activities
• They capture the context surrounding an activity

− Internal PSFs—human attributes such as skills, abilities, and attitudes that 
operate within the individual and are brought to the job by the individual

− External PSFs—aspects of situations, tasks, and plant characteristics that 
influence the ability of the human to carry out activities

• PSFs may enhance performance
− e.g., good procedures, training, and HMIs help the operator navigate a plant 

upset condition
• PSFs may degrade performance

− e.g., high complexity and high stress tend to slow operator response



PSFs in Augmented Inspection Team (AIT) Reports
Human Error Type AIT 
Procedures 65%
Training 40%
Supervision 43%
Human Engineering 40%
Communications 35%
Management & Organization 83%
Individual Issues 38%
Workload 10%
System Design 58%
Work Environment 8% So
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How PSFs Quantify

A Nominal Error Rate for a Particular Type of Activity is Multiplied by a PSF 
Level

PSF PSF Level Multiplier for 
Diagnosis

Multiplier for Action

Available Time Inadequate time P(failure) = 1.0 P(failure) = 1.0
Barely adequate time 10 10

Nominal time 1 1

Extra time 0.1 0.1

Expansive time 0.01 0.01

Insufficient 
Information

1 1
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Definition of Dynamic HRA

• HRA that uses simulation of systems and humans to predict evolution and 
different possible event outcomes

• Simulation: virtual environment + virtual human

RELAP5



Reasons for Dynamic HRA

Modeling fidelity
• Potentially higher fidelity reflection of human activities
Individual differences
• Modeling actual range of operators better accounts for performance variability 

than does uncertainty calculation
Post-accident evolution
• Accidents are not the end state; they are beginning of process, often outside pre-

scripted procedures
Unexampled events
• Stuff happens, often beyond what we ever imagined, and it would be nice to be 

able to look ahead when it happens



INL Dynamic HRA Approach
Take static HRA approach and make dynamic
• Move beyond worksheet approaches and create dynamic model of operator
• Adapt static HRA method (e.g., SPAR-H) to dynamic model that can interface 

with INL codes
Test assumptions of static method when made dynamic
• Static HRA is analyzed at the Human Failure Event (HFE) level

− e.g., failure to initiate safety injection
• Dynamic HRA requires sub-task modeling

− e.g., individual procedure steps behind safety injection
− Translating event-level methods to sub-task level

Tie into thermo-hydraulics plant models at Idaho National Lab
• MOOSE: mutiphysics problem solver engine
• RAVEN: RELAP thermo-hydraulics mixed with PRA



Our Framework

• HUNTER: Human Unimodel for Nuclear Technology to 
Enhance Reliability

−A unimodel is a cognitive 
framework that favors 
simplified decision models

−This will produce the 
MOOSE-HUNTER or 
RAVEN-HUNTER system

−(We’re looking for a friendlier
mascot, as we do not want to
kill any of these code animals)



HUNTER Conceptual Framework

Two Primary Types of 
Elements
• Modules represent the who, 

what, and where
• Individual
• Task
• Environment

• Classes represent how, why, 
and when the modules act

• Inputs
• Scheduler
• Processor
• Outputs
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HUNTER Conceptual Framework

Two Primary Types of 
Elements
• Modules represent the who, 

what, and where
• Individual
• Task
• Environment

• Classes represent how, why, 
and when the modules act

• Inputs
• Scheduler
• Processor
• Outputs

Virtual World = 
RELAP5/Full-
scope plant 

model/Microworld



HUNTER Software Implementation (In Progress)



HUNTER Software Implementation (In Progress)



Example Application: Station Blackout
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1. An external event (i.e., earthquake) causes a LOOP due to damage of both 500 KV and 
161 KV lines; the reactor successfully scrams and, thus, the power generated in the core 
follows the characteristic exponential decay curve 

2. The DGs successfully start and emergency cooling to the core is provided by the 
Emergency Core Cooling System (ECCS) 

3. A tsunami wave hits the plant, causing flooding of the plant itself. Depending on its 
height, the wave causes the DGs to fail and it may also flood the 161 KV switchyard. 
Hence, conditions of SBO are reached (4160 V and 480 V buses are not energized); all 
core cooling systems are subsequently off-line (including the ECCS system) 

4. Without the ability to cool the reactor core, its temperature starts to rise 
5. In order to recover AC electric power on the 4160 V and 480 V buses, three strategies 

based on the Emergency Operating Procedures (EOPs) are followed: 
• A plant recovery team is assembled in order to recover one of the two DGs  
• The power grid owning company is working on the restoration of the primary 161 

KV line  
• A second plant recovery team is also assembled to recover the 161 KV switchyard 

in case it got flooded 
6. Due to its lifetime limitation, the DC battery can be depleted. If this is the case, even if 

the DGs are repaired, DGs cannot be started. DCs power restoration (though spare 
batteries or emergency backup DC generators) is a necessary condition to restart the DGs 

7. When the 4160 KV buses are energized (through the recovery of the DGs or 161KV 
line), the auxiliary cooling system (i.e., ECCS system) is able to cool the reactor core 
and, thus, core temperature decreases. 

 
 
!

!
!

Figure 18. Sequence of events for the SBO scenario considered. 
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Using Plant Parameters from RELAP5 to Determine 
Complexity PSF Multiplier
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7.7.2 Calculating Complexity 
 
We calculated complexity by two methods—linear and stochastic. The linear method simply 
reflects a traditional multiple regression equation based on a representative simulator run. In the 
linear form, the coefficients are fixed to a single value. In the stochastic form, the coefficients 
represent a range of values, thereby more accurately modeling uncertainty. The linear and 
stochastic forms of complexity are compared to each other later in the SBO simulations 
described in Section 7.9.  
 
7.7.2.1 Linear Form of Complexity 
 
A basic 20 task dataset was generated for illustrative purposes, which is displayed in Table 20.  
Complexity increases and decreases based on the situation the operator is facing.  Loss of off-site 
power (LOOP), loss of diesel generator (LODG), and loss of battery (LOB) are all considered 
binary: 1 means there has been a loss, and 0 means the system is operating within normal 
parameters.  Reactor temperature and reactor power level are both randomly sampled from 
RAVEN simulations of an SBO scenario. 
 
Table 20. A 20-task breakdown of complexity for a station blackout event. 
 

Task LOOP LODG LOB Reactor 
Temperature 

Reactor 
Power 
Level 

SME 
Complexity 

Calculated 
Complexity 

Normalized 
Complexity 

1 0 0 0 566.69 100.00 1 -2.57 1.00 
2 0 0 0 565.00 99.99 1 -2.56 1.00 
3 0 0 0 568.69 100.00 1 -2.57 1.00 
4 0 0 0 567.44 99.99 1 -2.57 1.00 
5 1 0 0 540.28 3.15 3 4.40 2.77 
6 1 0 0 539.92 2.95 3 4.40 2.77 
7 1 0 0 539.49 2.79 3 4.40 2.77 
8 1 0 0 561.59 2.38 3 4.39 2.76 
9 1 0 0 538.57 2.48 3 4.41 2.77 

10 1 0 0 538.55 2.63 3 4.41 2.77 
11 1 0 0 538.55 2.63 3 4.41 2.77 
12 1 0 0 538.55 2.63 3 4.41 2.77 
13 1 1 0 575.73 1.36 4 9.40 4.03 
14 1 1 0 624.89 1.29 4 9.35 4.02 
15 1 1 1 1775.04 0.75 5 13.21 5.00 
16 1 1 1 2092.49 0.66 5 12.89 4.92 
17 1 1 1 2257.35 0.60 5 12.73 4.88 
18 1 1 1 2374.40 0.54 5 12.61 4.85 
19 1 1 1 2407.60 0.00 5 12.59 4.84 
20 1 1 1 2400.87 0.51 5 12.59 4.84 
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An HRA subject matter expert (SME) assigned complexity ratings for the scenario on a scale 
from 0 to 5, whereby a value between 0 and 1 represented a positive effect of complexity on 
operator performance. These values can be seen in Table 16 in the column labeled “SME 
Complexity.” The initial four trials represent normal operations at full power, which the SME 
assigned a nominal complexity value of 1. For the onset of LOOP, the SME raised the 
complexity value to 3. For LOOP and LODG, complexity rose to 4, while for combined LOOP, 
LODG, and LOB, complexity rose to 5.  
 
Negative and positive complexity in SPAR-H are traditionally different for action and diagnosis.  
Positive PSF levels are values less than 1 for a PSF, and specifically for complexity in SPAR-H, 
these are between 0.1 – 1.  It is termed positive complexity because the multipliers decrease the 
HEP.  Then the values equal to or greater than 1 are considered negative. The values 1-5 are 
considered negative complexity because these increase HEP. Some tasks may only experience 
negative complexity, which causes the HEP to always increase. The SME judged that there was 
no part of the scenarios that warranted a positive effect of complexity, and no complexity lower 
than 1 was assigned. 
 
The general form of the complexity equation was applied with the following selected weights: 
 

!"#$%#"&'(!!"#$%&'()*
= 5×!""# + 5×!"#$ + 5×!"# − 0.001×!"#$"%&!'%"
− 0.02×!"#$% 

 

(10) 

This equation produced the “Calculated Complexity” column in Table 16. Note that the negative 
weights on temperature and power denote an inverse relationship between complexity and 
temperature and power—as temperature or power go down, complexity tends to increase.1 This 
results in a negative complexity value for some data instances. Since this calculated complexity 
is only a working number, it needs to be normalized. The calculated complexity values were  
normalized in the range of 1 to 5 to match SPAR-H outputs. These normalized values can be 
seen in the column labeled “Normalized Complexity.” It should be noted that it was decided not 
to apply positive effects of complexity with a value between 0 and 1; hence, the normalization 
had a minimum value of 1. While positive effects for complexity are certainly possible, they are 
outside the scope of the present modeled scenario. 
 
Regressing LOOP, LODG, LOB, temperature, and power against the normalized complexity 
value produced Table 21. Thus, it is possible to produce the specific form of the equation to 
support the SBO scenario: 
 

!"#$%&'()*!!"#$%&'()*
= 1.26754×!""# + 1.26753×!"#$ + 1.26753×!"#
− 0.00025×!"#$"%&!'%" − 0.00507×!"#$% + 1.65116 

(11) 

                                                        
1  This relationship does not always hold true, because high temperature values also indicate a 

plant upset of high complexity. The coefficients should be interpreted as values that produce 
a reasonable approximation to the SME ratings when the calculated complexity is 
normalized. 
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Figure 27. Temporal evolution of the complexity multiplier for the stochastic case. 

 
 
 

7.8 Quantifying Operator Performance 
 
Operator performance was quantified as a final HEP value using the GOMS-HRA and SPAR-H 
nominal HEP values. Table 27 below shows the nominal HEP values, the PSF multiplier, and the 
final HEP values for each procedure step modeled in the simulation. SPAR-H and GOMS-HRA 
were both included to support comparisons and reveal any potential discrepancies between the 
two methods. 
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EDG$failure$
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Challenges of HUNTER Modeling

How to Couple Virtual World and Virtual Operator
• Batch coupling (RAVEN)

− Determine human actions a priori and use as inputs to RELAP5
• Tight coupling (Discrete Event Simulation)

− Have step-by-step interactions
• Human takes action (e.g., operator turns on feedwater pump)
• Plant responds to action (e.g., reactor temperature goes down)
• Human takes respondent action (e.g., operator adjusts rod position)
• Etc.

− This approaches using RELAP5 like a simulator that dynamically responds to 
evolving conditions

− Used in a Monte Carlo fashion with repeated runs that manipulate range of 
operator actions 

• API for coordinating HUNTER and RELAP5 interface 



Next Steps for HUNTER
Complete Tight Coupling to Virtual Worlds
• RELAP5
• EMRALD
• GSE’s GPWR
Complete Standalone Software Release
• User Interface
• Quality assurance
• Validation
• Documentation
Develop More Use Cases and Demonstrations
• Currently finishing/documenting SGTR
• Looking at FLEX and balance of plant as determined by

industry needs



ronald.boring@inl.gov


